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Equation (5a) on page 5 should read

a _

•J28h sin y
• 2

sm I

(5a)

Equation (5b) on page 5 should read

b - _/28h sin 7
sin T

(5b)

Equation (12a) on page 7 should read

a

,,]2hcx sin 7
2

sin 7

(12a)

Equation (12b) on page 7 should read

b - ,,12hcx sin y
sin ?

(12b)

On page 7, in the paragraph following equation (14):

The sentence that reads "The value for [30 .-." should read "The value for c o ..."

The sentence that reads "... for a satellite at 400 km would be 0.0047 (one chip average) ..."
should read "... for a satellite at 400 km would be 0.00038 (one chip average) whereas the

reduction in signal at 800 km would be 0.00019 (one chip average)."

The sentence following the one above that reads "... requiring scattering angles of 3.0 °
(800 km) and 4.0 ° ..." should read "... requiring scattering angles of 0.8 ° (800 km) and 1.1 °

(400 kin)..."

On page 10:

The sentence in the third full paragraph that reads "But one chip represents 12.5 km .... "

should read "But one chip represents 15.5 km .... "

Issued February 1997



Abstract

Several spaceborne altimeters have been built and flown, and others are being

developed, to provide measurements of ocean and ice sheet topography. Until the

launch of TOPEX, altimeters were single frequency systems incapable of removing

the effects of ionospheric delay on the radar pulse. With the current state of the art in

satellite altimetry, the ionosphere causes the largest single error when using single

frequency altimeters. Ionospheric models provide the only recourse short of adding a
second frequency to the altimeter. Unfortunately, measurements of the ionosphere

are lacking over the oceans or ice sheets where they are most needed. A possible

solution to the lack of data density may result from an expanded use of the Global

Positioning System (GPS). This paper discusses how the reflection of the GPS signal

from the ocean can be used to extend ionospheric measurements by simply adding a
GPS receiver and downward-pointing antenna to satellites carrying single frequency

altimeters. This paper presents results of a study assessing the feasibility and

effectiveness of adding a GPS receiver and downward-pointing antenna to satellites

carrying single frequency altimeters.

Introduction

Several spaceborne altimeters have been built and

flown, and others are being developed, to provide mea-
surements of ocean and ice sheet topography. Until the

launch of TOPEX in 1992, altimeters were not capable of

removing the effects of ionospheric delay on the radar

pulse. Ionospheric delay can cause range errors of tens
of centimeters at the high frequencies employed by satel-

lite altimeters. TOPEX addressed the problem of iono-

spheric delay by using the frequency dependence of the

ionospheric delay and two sufficiently separated altime-

ter frequencies. TOPEX requires two altimeters inte-

grated as much as possible into the same spacecraft with

the attendant cost, complexity, and extra failure modes.

Nevertheless, single frequency altimeters are consid-

ered useful for certain applications and continue to be

built. For short arc topography or low ionospheric total
electron concentration, ionospheric errors may not be

important. For global ocean circulation modelling, in
which the ionosphere represents the largest single error,

ionospheric altimeter models are relied upon to provide

necessary corrections. Current models are accurate and

yield corrections which, prior to TOPEX, were consid-

ered adequate. The TOPEX performance in altimeter

accuracy, precision orbit determination, water vapor cor-

rections, and stability has increased performance expec-

tations considerably. Whereas in 1992 an ionospheric

model capable of a 5-cm root-mean-square accuracy at

any selected orbit point would not appreciably affect the
end-to-end measurement accuracy, such a measurement

today would degrade performance by nearly 50 percent

based on TOPEX published data.

The best ionospheric models are accurate over fairly

short arcs and only when supplied with actual measure-

ments of the ionosphere. These models are competitive

with TOPEX dual frequency ionospheric measurements

only when there is a high density of data samples. Unfor-

tunately, measurements of the ionosphere are lacking

over the oceans or ice sheets where they are needed most.

A possible solution to the lack of data density may

come from an alternative use of the Global Positioning

System (GPS). This paper proposes that because the GPS

satellite system floods the Earth with radiant energy, the

reflection of the GPS signal from the ocean can be used

to extend ionospheric measurements by adding a GPS
receiver and downward-pointing antenna to any satellite

carrying a single frequency altimeter. Experimental evi-
dence that scattering of GPS signals from the ocean can

be detected has been presented by Auber, Bibaut, and

Rigal (ref. 1). The present paper presents results of a
study assessing feasibility and effectiveness of using

scattered GPS signals.

Following results of work by Beckmann and Spiz-

zichino (ref. 2), the characteristics of the GPS signal

bouncing from the ocean are presented and then

extended. An analysis of the following reflected signal

characteristics is given: power, signal density versus

delay, relationship to the direct signal, the specular com-

ponent, and the diffuse component. Expected effects in

the receiver and the degree to which the ionospheric

delay can be tracked are discussed. Finally, the degree to
which this technique can be used to supplement a single

frequency altimeter both directly and with ionospheric

models is presented.

In the succeeding discussion, reference is made to

various aspects of the GPS with the assumption that the
reader is aware of general technical details related to the

GPS. More information on the GPS can be found in pub-
lications such as reference 3.



Symbols
2

A scattering area, m
2

A a antenna effective area, m

a,b semimajor and semiminor axes for locus of

points with fixed delay

a,b,c geometric factors in appendix A from
reference 2

C/A coarse acquistion, a mode of low resolution
for GPS

speed of light, m/sec

geometric scattering factor

frequency, Hz

Green's function

Global Positioning System

size of vertical irregularities, m

satellite altitude, m

propagation constant, l/m

linear dimension of illuminated area, m

left-hand circularly polarized

any point on surface

power received at altimeter satellite and GPS

transmitted power, respectively, W

pseudorandom noise, acroynm for any spe-

cific C/A code transmitted by GPS satellite

reflectance

right-hand circularly polarized

range from satellite to scattering surface, m

radius

distances from surface to altimeter satellite

and GPS satellite, respectively

differential surface area, m 2

total electron concentration, 1×1016
electrons/m 2

time, sec

azimuthal angle and angle with respect to

x,y plane of scattering angle to satellite,

respectively

x- and z- components of propagation vector

lateral extent of scattering integral areas, m

ellipse center, specular point of ocean surface

surface coordinates

received signal correlation function

axis normal to local ocean surface

C

F

f
G

GPS

H

h

k

L

LHCP

P

e ,Pt

PRN

R

RHCP

R a, R 0

r

rs, r,

dS

TEC

t

IX, V

v_,v z

X,Y

Xo

x,y

Y

z

_o

7

0, 0 i

A

k

P

_0

"[,'_code

CO

P

angle formed between local surface normal

and vector difference of GPS propagation vec-
tor and scattering vector to altimeter satell: te

equivalent slope angle of surface
irregularities

grazing angle, deg or rad

path length difference, m

surface topography in z direction, m

spherical coordinates

triangle function

wavelength, m

reflectance

differential backscattering coefficient

time interval or time duration of one

C/A chip, sec

radian frequency, Hz

denotes partial derivative with respect to x or y

as appropriate

Ionospheric Models and Total Electron

Concentration

The primary difficulty for altimeters caused by the

ionosphere is the propogation delay caused by free elec-

trons. The group delay for an altimeter pulse traveliing

through the ionosphere is typically expressed by

(1)

where dx is in centimeters, f is in gigihertz, and TEC is

1016 electrons/m 2 and represents total column densitz¢ of

ionospheric electrons. Maximum values for total elec-

tron concentration are about 100 TEC units, which yields

a path length error at 13.7 GHz (TOPEX and GEOSAT

altimeter frequencies) of about 20 cm. Present determi-

nation of exact repeat orbits within very few centimeters

in radial error, altimeters capable of about a centimeter of

pure range accuracy, and water vapor correction factors
in the centimeter range show that single frequency altim-

eter accuracy is dominated by ionospheric error. In addi-

tion, various features of the ionosphere such as the Sc,uth

Atlantic anomaly (ref. 4) have spatial characteristics ahat

could be mistaken for ocean surface topographic _ea-
tures.

The only recourse other than a second altimeter fre-

quency is the use of ionospheric models capable of utiliz-

ing actual measured data. The only known model with

the capability of ingesting measured data and impro_ ing

accuracy is the Parameterized Real-Time Ionosphere

Model (PRISM) developed by U.S. Air Force. Studies



utilizingTOPEXionosphericdatatodetermine the effec-

tiveness of PRISM in predicting total electron concentra-

tion suggest that the ionosphere spatially decorrelates

over distances greater than approximately 500 km. Stated

more directly, PRISM shows no improvement with iono-

spheric data ingested at distances greater than a few hun-
dred kilometers, and at greater distances errors can

actually increase after "correction."

The more direct Global Ionosphere Map (GIM)

developed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is based
on GPS data in direct transmission. When augmented by

TOPEX data to gain a temporary extension of the data

over global regions without ground stations, GIM per-

forms equally with the more complex PRISM approach.

Thus, one profitable method to realize the greatest return

from single frequency altimeters might be to extend the

ionospheric sampling as far as possible over the oceans

and ice caps.

GPS-Based Ionospheric Correction Technique

Given the desire to extend the spatial sampling of

real ionospheric data into otherwise inaccessible global

regions, or better, to get information from available
sources coincident with the satellite carrying the single

frequency altimeter, several possibilities have been sug-

gested. These include ionosondes carried on spacecraft

separately or integrated with the altimeter satellite and

tomography utilizing either dual frequency beacons or

the dual frequencies inherent in the GPS signal. This

paper focuses on an alternative to previously suggested
uses of GPS signals for ionospheric sampling.

The measurement technique presented in this section

starts with understanding that the GPS satellite constella-
tion illuminates the Earth's surface with a low-level radio

frequency (RF) field of well-known characteristics. It
follows that the signal from the GPS satellite strikes both

the ice caps and all oceans. If the oceans are mirrorlike,

then the signal bounced from the ocean to an observing

satellite follows a path only slightly longer than a direct-

to-satellite path. However, the signal from the Earth's

surface would experience an oblique, double pass

through the Earth's atmosphere, including the iono-

sphere. While the accuracy of all but the phase tracking

signals of GPS satellites is far coarser than the range

accuracy for an altimeter, the GPS signal enjoys a lever-

age effect derived from equation (1). The frequencies of
GPS signals are approximately an order of magnitude

lower than the 13.7-GHz signal and consequently a given

TEC will cause a delay in the GPS signal of the fre-

quency ratio squared (approximately a factor of 100).
Thus, a 100 TEE 20-cm delay for the altimeter at

13.7 GHz will appear as a 20-m delay at the 1.575-GHz

(L1 band) frequency for the GPS. In addition, the

oblique path and double pass will at least double this

delay to more than 40 m.

Because GPS satellites are at a range of approxi-

mately 26 000 km from Earth center, the double pass off
the Earth's surface will constitute an increase in path

length of more than twice the satellite orbital altitude.

For typical altimeter satellites, this additional distance
will be about 2000 km. When the entire path distance is

considered, the possible loss in power would only be on

the order of 2 percent. At the ocean bounce, there would

be a loss of signal from the reflectance of seawater or ice.

The GPS satellite signal would then be received by

an antenna placed on the underside of the altimeter satel-

lite and fed to the RF amplifier and detection and pro-

cessing electronics in the GPS receiver. In this simple

scenario the reflected signal is specular and is detected in

the same fashion as the normal signal is detected. The

only difference is the unexpected delay determined in the

code-phase-lock circuitry. Included in this measured

delay would be the geometric path delay and the iono-

spheric delay over the slant path taken. If, as sometimes
given as a rule of thumb for GPS pseudorange determina-

tion, the C/A code can be determined to 1/100 chip over

1 sec averaging, then it should be possible to determine

the ionospheric delay to a similar accuracy (approxi-

mately 3 m). The 40-m ionosphere-induced range error

would be determinable to approximately 1/10 its value.

The 20-cm range error at 13.7 GHz would be reduced to

2 cm with 1 sec averaging.

This oversimplified proposition glosses over several

factors, and several questions must be answered before

credibility can be established. Is the GPS signal structure

modified by reflection from the ocean? Is the polariza-

tion of the signal changed at the ocean interface and if so,
what losses are incurred? What are the effects of the

slant path when sampling is not done directly under the

spacecraft? After the signal reaches the spacecraft, is

there sufficient signal-to-noise ratio available to yield

useful ionospheric measurements? Can the possibly

modified signal be processed effectively, and if so, under
what constraints? This paper addresses these questions
and establishes the conditions and hardware and software

modifications that will allow this GPS-based approach to
work.

Modelling Ocean Bounce Signal

Scattering of GPS Signal

To understand what happens when a GPS signal hits

the ocean, note that there are two (not necessarily exclu-

sive) classes of radiation emanating from the ocean sur-

face. One class of radiation is purely specular and the

effect is mirrorlike, retaining phase coherence. The other
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classof radiationisdiffuse,andthe coherence is lost and

radiation exists from angles other than the specular direc-
tion. As the flatness and lateral extent of the features

(waves, ripples, and so forth) on the scattering surface

decrease, the reflected RF field is expected to change
from predominantly specular to exclusively diffuse in
character. Diffuse conditions arise because the surface

becomes increasingly composed of high-slope short-

range facets that reflect the GPS radio field into widely
distributed angles.

An historical rule of thumb used to mark the onset of

diffuse scattering is the Rayleigh criterion which can be
expressed as

_. > 8H sin _/ (2)

where H is the size of the vertical irregularities, 3t is the

angle with respect to the horizontal surface with which
the irregularities are viewed, and _, is the (mono-

chromatic) radiation wavelength. In effect, if the pro-
jected surface roughness exceeds 7r,/2, then the

propagated phase will be sufficiently modified to cause

significant reduction of the far-field pattern in the specu-

lar direction. For GPS wavelengths of L1 band fre-

quency (1.57542 GHz, 19 cm) and L2 band frequency

(1.22760 GHz, 24 cm), typical ocean wave heights and

structure would exceed these (L1 and L2 band) modest

wavelengths and be well into the Rayleigh-defined onset

of diffuse scattering (ref. 1). Consequently, Auber,

Bibaut, and Rigal (ref. 1) were somewhat suprised when

they found their GPS receiver locking onto the signal
reflected off the water. Experimental literature would not

have been helpful in anticipating this result.

Typical applications of radar utilize a monostatic
measurement in which the radar transmitter and receiver

are integrated. Therefore, measurements of radar return

are of backscatter, and while the literature is full of data

on backscatter measurements, the data are of little use for

evaluating ocean reflectance. For ocean reflectance, the

bounce from the ocean is akin to a bistatic configuration
and is more appropriate to radio transmitter-receiver

links over land and water than radar. Moreover, the fre-

quency ranges used are almost exclusively very much

higher than the GPS signals.

Auber, Bibaut, and Rigal (ref. 1) explained their

results by applying diffuse scattering models developed

by Beckmann and Spizzichino (ref. 2). To extend the

results of Auber, Bibaut, and Rigal (ref. 1) examining the

satellite altitude by using models developed in
reference 2 is helpful.

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry for an altimeter sat-

ellite less than a couple thousand kilometers above the

Earth compared with GPS constellation orbit altitudes.

h

1
/

To GPS satellite
//

._._

Altimeter satellite /_//

_ y //_'\\ //I

a_ Locus of points for delay, _

Figure 1. Illustration of scattering geometry from GPS satellite to

altimeter satellite.

The GPS satellite is assumed very far (tens of thous_mds

of kilometers) away compared with the altimeter satel-
lite. To model the desired effects of terrestrial bounce,

two path-length differences are necessary: (1) the differ-
ence between the direct-from-GPS path and the ocean-

bounce-to-altimeter path and (2) the difference between

the path from the specular point on the ocean surface and

any other path from the ocean surface to the altimeter sat-

ellite. For simplicity a locally flat Earth is assumed,

which is a good assumption for determining Fresnel

zones in which path lengths differ from zone to zone by a

half wavelength out of thousands of kilometers. The
cases in this report involve a satellite altimeter much

closer to the Earth than the GPS satellites, and the locally
fiat Earth can be assumed normal to the Earth-center

altimeter-satellite line. The specular point represents the
shortest distance from GPS satellite to altimeter satellite

for both the flat Earth case and the real case. The correct

location on the Earth for the specular point is different in

the two cases but is easily calculated.

The previous considerations lead to the reason for

the importance of referring the signal path lengths to the

specular point. All bounce signals from the GPS satellite

can come no earlier than the signal from the specular

point. Code correlators in the GPS receivers are assumed

linear, and in determining pseudorange the proces:;ors

report a distribution of delays at least as tong as the de:lay

from the specular point. The distribution of delays is

longer than the delay corresponding to the direct path
(within the code phase ambiguity interval, or modulo

300 km for C/A code).

When applying the assumptions in the previous p _ra-

graphs, the specular point will occur at a distance h cot 3t
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fromthesubsatellitepoint.Therangeof 8 with respect to

the direct-from-GPS path is

8 = 2hsinT (3)

This range difference reaches a maximum value of 2h
when the GPS satellite is directly above the altimeter sat-

ellite. This distance will always be greater than the C/A

code ambiguity range of 300 km (1023 chips), and inter-

pretation of data must take this into account.

Figure 1 illustrates the locus of points corresponding

to a fixed delay and is an ellipse that is expressed as

(ref. 2)

2 h25 = _/x 2+y + -x cos T-h sin _/ (4)

Equation (4) can be used to express the Fresnel zones by
setting 6 equal to t/2. For the case addressed here, _5 is

much larger and represents fractions of C/A code chips

(300 m).

The semimajor and semiminor axes of the ellipse

corresponding to one chip (300 m) are given, respec-

tively, by

a= /28 _hsin T

a_ sin27 (5a)

and

sin 7

,_ sin T (5b)

where the small quadratic term in the delay is ignored

compared with the height h of the altimeter satellite.

Finally, the location of the center of the ellipse is derived
from

8

h = X OtanY siny (6)

Since this fact is used later, note that the ellipse interior

represents the total area contributing to a signal with
delay less than or equal to &

Diffuse Scattering From Surface

Unfortunately, the surface of the ocean or land is

dominated by the diffuse component of the reflected sig-

nal. Reference 2 provides a complete development of a

scattering model based on the assumption of stationary,

randomly distributed surface heights with random but

stationary spatial correlations. This scattering model

results in an angularly dependent scattering cross section

that can be expressed as the standard deviation of the sur-
face height features and their correlation distance. The

scattering model yields an extension of the Rayleigh cri-

teflon and allows more flexibility in defining the onset of

diffuse scattering.

The scattering model predicts that the scattering

cross section under rough ocean or land surface condi-
tions should be

aO(I] ) = cot2_0 exp(- tan21_ ]tan2l 0) (7)

This scattering model assumes Gaussian-distributed sur-

face heights and a correlation function for these heights

which varies exponentially with an argument of negative

quadratic variation with distance between points. The

characteristic distance is T, such that at T separation the

height correlation is down to lie. The term tan_0

(eq. (7)) is the ratio of twice the standard deviation of the
height divided by the correlation distance T. The term

tan 1_0may be thought of as representing an average slope
of the surface irregularities. The angle [3 (fig. 2) is an

angle defined in steps as (1) construct the vector bisector

of the incident RF propagation vector and the scattering

vector and (2) the angle _ is the angle between the local

surface normal (the z-axis in this case) and the vector
bisector.

This model predicts that with smaller I]0, more scat-

tering is concentrated along the specular direction.

Along the specular direction the cross section is maxi-

mum and decreases rapidly away from the specular
direction. In addition, a "glistening surface" may be

defined which represents the area on the ocean surface in

which _ = 1_0. Within this area the cross section is
approximately cot2130. As seen later, the code correla-

tion reflectance area is inside the glistening surface, but

Altimeter satellite

!
//To GPS satellite
/

_A / F Vector
' / V b isector ,7

h " /z I' (A, B)/

I
_ Y ', l' ,/ 'y

\ j s ?

X

Figure 2. Illustration of scattering geometry defining bisector

angle 1_-



always remember there is a maximum area from which

significant scatter can occur. In compensation, the small

150 case is one that approaches the specular limit. The

model must be changed from assuming a very rough

ocean surface to assuming a slightly rough ocean surface

with a concomitant increase in the scattered power in the

desired direction, improving rather than diminishing the

prospects for effective receiver performance.

Glistening Surface

Before calculating the ocean return signal, determin-

ing the size of the glistening surface is necessary. Since

the glistening surface is set by the dispersion of the ocean

scattering angles and the code phase reflecting area is set

by the size of the particular time delay interval, it is pos-

sible that the glistening surface can overlap or underfill

the code phase reflecting surface.

The glistening surface is approximately centered

near the specular point for vanishingly small 130. As

noted, the specular point is also the point of minimum
range difference from GPS to altimeter satellite via the

ocean. Therefore, the code phase reflectance region and

the glistening surface are both centered around the specu-

lar point. As will be seen, the glistening surface and the

code phase reflecting surfaces are both circles for large

grazing angle and near specular scattering. However, as

the scattering angle becomes larger the glistening surface

is no longer circular and takes on an elliptical character.

The code phase reflecting area becomes very elliptical;
the two figures differ considerably and calculations are

required. By modelling the various vectors from GPS to
ocean and from ocean to altimeter satellite and the unit

vector that bisects the two others, the cosine of bisector-

angle to the vertical axis is solved by the following equa-
tion (ref. 2):

COS 7 COS V2 cos u - + --
COS V COS 7

_ tan2150 (sin7 + sinv) 2
cos7cos v (8)

Rewriting the above equation in terms of the x', y', z'

axes makes it possible to express equation (8) as follows:

2x

(h 2 + x 2 + y2) 1/2

= cos 7

2 2
x+y

+ tan2_02
cos'/(h 2+x +y2)

2 9 1/2
[siny+h/(h2+x +y') ]

×
cosy (9)

If the subsatellite ionosphere is of most interest, 7 can be

assumed to be large (approaching 90 °) and h can be

6

assumed to be larger than either x or y or their root sum-

squares; this equation can thus be simplified to

T) 2 2 h 2 a )2(x-h cos +y = tan2v0(sin 7 + 1 (10)

which is the equation of a circle with a center at the spec-

ular point. (Note that h cos 7 is the approximate value for

cot 7, since sin T is assumed to be near unity.)

An expansion of equation (9) shows that the glisten-

ing surface is bounded by a figure symmetric with

respect to y but unsymmetrical to any point on x, except

in the limit given here; however, the figure is centered
around the specular point (elongated in x) and collaoses

to the specular point when [30 approaches zero.

Polarization Effects

The effect of the reflection on the polarization of the
GPS signal must also be considered. The transmitted

GPS signal is right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP)

and an interaction with a partially conducting, dielectric

surface is expected to modify the polarization. More-

over, GPS antennas are generally chosen to respond best

to right-hand circularly polarized fields, therefore the

surface reflection can affect the type of antenna that raust
be used.

The difference between horizontal and ver:ical

polarization reflectances from the ocean is most oro-

nounced near a grazing angle of 5° (for 20 cm wave-

length) but changes to virtually identical values (as it

should) at high angles (ref. 2). At low angles a consider-
able shift occurs in the relative reflectiveness, and results

in near linear polarization. At the higher angles the tx,lar-

ization is gradually changed to left-hand circularly polar-

ized (LHCP) component. Figure 3 summarizes the value
of the polarization components (power in the RHCP and

LHCP components) as a function of grazing angle. The

small effects of loss due to penetration of the conducting

sea surface are ignored.

In the scattering model (ref. 2) the surface is consid-

ered composed of randomly distributed slopes. For

slopes whose extent represents several wavelengths and

for higher grazing angles, it is reasonable to assume that
the GPS RF field scattered from the ocean surface i_; all

left-hand circularly polarized. For lower grazing angles
and for scattering away from the specular direction, sig-

nificant right-hand circular polarization is expecteai to
remain after reflection.

Received Signal

Now that all required effects on GPS sigaals
bounced from the ocean have been identified and col-

lected, we can determine (1) if there is enough signal for



detectionand(2)underwhatconditionsthesignalisuse-
ful fordeterminingionosphericcorrection.

Todetermineif enoughsignalisavailablefordetec-
tion,assumethatthecodephaseprocessingin theGPS
receiverwillneedsignalpowersimilartothepowerfrom
the directsignalandsimultaneouslycorrespondto a
delaywithinacodecorrelationchip.Thepowerreceived
at theantennaterminalscanbewrittenas theGPS-
transmittedpowerdensitymultipliedbydifferentialarea
withintheareaof interestontheoceansurface.This
powerismultipliedbythescatteringcrosssectionevalu-
atedat the scatteringangleto thealtimetersatellite,
dividedbythedistancetothealtimetersatellitesquared,
andintegratedoverthedesiredareaasfollows:

e Pt(YoAa

a (tl)

From equation (5) the semimajor and semiminor axes of

the ellipse corresponding to one 300-m chip are, respec-

tively,

and

a _
2hcz sin_7

sin27 (12a)

./2hc_
b = ,_s_n y (12b)

and the difference in area between two successive chips
is

2rthcx
A-

• 2 (13)sin "/

Equation (13) follows because the eccentricity of the

ellipse is constant and the difference in areas is directly

proportional to the chip length and satellite height.

Since the conditions selected for this analysis corre-

spond to the first few chips of delay and are near the

specular point, the variation of range to the altimeter sat-

ellite is very small. Therefore, the range can be removed
from the integral. Similarly, the glistening surface is

defined to provide a constant cross section, cot2130 inside

its boundary, and the variation of angle is small across

the one-chip area. Therefore, the glistening surface is

considered to have a constant effect until its boundary is

reached. This boundary, as discussed previously, is
nearly circular about the specular point, and hence is

concentric with the code chip annuli (locus of points for

1.0

.9

.8

"B
_ .6

8 .5
0

"_' .4

N .3

.2

.1

Component
* RHCP
o LHCP

x A x _ x

0 ! 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
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Figure 3. Resolution of reflected signal into left-hand and right-
hand circularly polarized components.

constant code chip range delay). The integral is then the

area corresponding to any two values of _5multiplied by

the factors in range, reflectance, antenna area, incident

power, and cross section as follows:

hc'_ code

Pa - Ra_OOAa2sin2_/ (14)

The factor A a (eq. (14)) represents the effective area of
the antenna on the altimeter satellite and is assumed to be

the same for the required top antenna receiving the direct

GPS signal. The value for _0 depends on the scattering

angular extent and is equal to cot2[]0 (ref. 2). The ratio of

signal power from the ocean versus direct-to-satellite sig-

nal power is captured in the first factor in equation (14)

and 130.Note also that h/sin T is the same as Ra, cancel-

ling out one such factor. As examples, the reduction in
GPS signal power for a satellite at 400 km would be

0.0047 (one chip average) whereas the reduction in sig-

nal at 800 km would be 0.0024 (one chip average). These

values are then compensated by the scattering cross sec-

tion cot2p0, requiring scattering angles of 3.0 ° (800 km)

and 4.0 ° (400 km) to have signal power in one chip on

the order of that in the direct-to-antenna power.

At first it seems unlikely that the bounce signal

would be as powerful as the direct signal. However, as

noted previously the ocean is highly reflective, and the

distribution of delays within one chip is only over an
annulus on the ocean surface well within the receiver

antenna pattern.



Effect on Code Correlation

The signal reflected from the ocean consists of the transmitted GPS signal delayed over a wide range of times

greater than or equal to the delay from the specular point. When the particular PRN code corresponding to the particular

GPS satellite (PRNref) is cross-correlated with the received signal (PRNtrn), the following output is obtained:

y(x) = fPRNref(t + toff-'c)X(t) dt ( _5)d

where X(t) is expressed by

X(t) fPRNtrn(t Tas !)_tR(rs)G(r a, 2= _ _ rs)d rs
(i6)

Assuming that the code correlation process is effected in a time short enough for the surface integration to be constuat

allows the integration to be performed in equation (15) as follows:

y(x) = _A(Tas +_+t- -x)_ t R(rs)G(r a, rs)d2rsC off (i7)

where _PRN(t + x) PRN(t) dt has been replaced by the A function. In equation (17) Tas is the bulk delay from the GPS

satellite through the specular point on the ocean surface and on to the altimeter satellite and tof f represents the difference
between the GPS satellite clock and the receiver clock. The factor 9_(rs) G(r a, rs) represents the received field strengtI_ at

the altimeter satellite (assuming incident power density Pt on the ocean) and combines all geometric effects given in :he

link analysis as a function of path delay 6, which is the excess over that of the specular point.

Two limiting cases must be considered before proceeding. In one case ocean scattering is specular, and in the ottaer

case ocean scattering is diffuse. For specular scattering the effect is the same as if the GPS satellite was shifted to lie

along a line from the altimeter satellite to the specular point. The distance along that line would be the same as the cis-

tance from the GPS satellite to the specular point at its actual location. This case is a mirror reflection of the GPS salel-
lite about the ocean surface. Since the increased distance to the altimeter satellite has a small effect on the received fiAd

strength or power, this case is the same as that for the direct path to the altimeter satellite. The only difference is :he
polarization modification and slight reflection loss at the ocean surface. Any ability to determine added delay from :he

ionosphere would be identical to this previously demonstrated capability of GPS receivers.

Diffuse scattering represents a more difficult situation. The phase coherence of the bounce signal is assumed lost

because of the scattering from the variable topography of the ocean. Reference 2 details diffuse reflection from :he

ocean in which the authors select a normally distributed surface topography as the basis of their model and analy:;is.

This case is the same as the case presented in reference 2 except for the fact that the reference 2 starting pcint

(equation (3) of chapter 3, section 3.1 ) of

E = exp(itot- ik.r)

must be modified. The exponential time dependence assumed for the incoming plane wave must be augmented by

assuming that the exponential time dependence of the wave at any point is modulated by the PRN (biphase) code. "lqae
remaining information in reference 2 is then applicable with certain reservations. Because the PRN modulation sigaal

bandwidth is narrowband compared with the LI carrier frequency, the information in reference 2 (which, as not_zl,

assumes a single frequency) need not be modified. The variation in propagation constant over the small fequency range

involved in the modulation components does not change the Helmholtz integral and Fraunhofer far-field calculation for

the spatial extent of interest here. Time variability reappears as a concern, since the field reflected from some area on ;he

ocean undergoes a time variation from the rapid motion of the satellite along its ground track. New areas of ocean will

have different scattering slopes and these will overlay the PRN modulation.

Stated differently, each scattering area on the ocean surface will contribute some specific delayed component of -he

PRN depending on its relative range. As long as a specific small range of time delay arises from the same scattering sur-

face for the bulk of one C/A code phase repeat cycle (1 msec) the PRN modulation can be inverted. If not, the invers on

efficiency will decrease, leaving only noise.

The altimeter satellite will be moving near 6 km/sec or more ground track speed, so 1 msec corresponds to 0.6 l_m.

Fortunately, the ocean surface size of one C/A code chip, using equation (5b) with _5300 m, will be approximatAy
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15.5 km in radius for a satellite at 800 km and _= 90 °. The possible change in viewed area will therefore be very small.

Nonetheless, the detected signal after cross-correlation will still be a noise-like signal convolved with the triangular

PRN autocorrelation function• Moreover, after squaring and filtering the signal will, over the time intervals required for
smoothing, be subject to the full effect of the noise in the fluctuating return from the ocean. Any individual, sufficiently

small reflecting area on the surface will scatter a replica of the PRN, with no particular carrier phase relationship to other
areas.

It is convenient to approximate this scattering effect as if the reflected signal is uncorrelated except through auto-

correlation from identical points. Thus, when the collected signal is multiplied by its particular PRN then squared and

filtered, the result can be thought of as generating a short-time average proportional to the reflected power as follows:

< y2(x, t) > = < 1,__|/+ T/2y(x,t,)y(x,t,) dt'>
I at -T/2

f_A2( _)-toff)Pt(rs)< R(r" s) R(r s) G(rs,r a ' G(r's, ra)>__ d2s 2"dr s= "c- Tas c

Assuming correlation only from scattering points close to the same value of & the short-time average yields

(18)

= l-Tas---tof f t(rs) <R(rs' )R(rs)G(rs,ra)G(r's,r a)>d rsd rs
c (19)

The appendix shows how the double integral and internal expectation now take on the role of the variance of the reflec-

tance and Green's function (ref. 2), resulting in the scattering cross section, glistening surface, and other related results
detailed in reference 2.

The expectation ofy 2 is now recognized as the power per unit area at locations corresponding to a particular delay 8

of the scattered signal. The total power corresponding to delay _ being received is then the differential surface area

between _5and _5+ A_i times this power per unit area.

Since the surface area is expressible as a linear function of 5, the received (squared and filtered) signal is found by

integrating the delayed lambda function over the surface area corresponding to the delay• From equation (19) the inte-

gral can be recognized as the convolution of the lambda function with the surface area integral evaluated at the appropri-
ate delay _i as follows:

dA d2r (20a)

S dA f (.C_Tas_c_ ) P< y2('l;) > _ d_ = A 2 _ for f t(rs)

y J

(1)

.l.j.<× R(r's) R(rs) G(rs,ra) G(r's,ra) >d rs d r s
2_h

-- d6
• 2

sin "it
Y

(2) (3) (20b)

dA fA2c°s201 exp(-tan2_/tan2 _0 )

f < y2(,_) > d-_ d_ = j _2R_ F32_, 2 cot2_0 A_(cos 01 cos 02 )2

_ - toff) 2.---_-_2hd_i
x A2('_- Tas- c - sin ]t (20c)

where the expression for differential area (factor (3), eq. (20b)) has been introduced from equation (14) with CXcodeiden-
tified as _5, the excess delay from the specular point• Factor (2) (eq. (20b)) can be identified with the differential mean



squarereflectanceof section12.4.1,equation(7)in reference2. TheequationisscaledbytheactualsurfaceRFpower
Pt.

The evaluation of equations (20) can be effected by noticing several factors. First, over the sizes of chips or fractions

of chips of interest in this report, the range factors in equation (20) can be taken out of the integral, since chips

correspond to annuli of a few kilometers in diameter while the satellite distance is hundreds of kilometers. Second, the

integral represents the scattered signal over some differential area. This differential area can be calculated with a par:ic-

ularly convenient geometry by using the area between two successive ellipses (separated by d8 distance) with each

ellipse representing the locus of points on the surface at a fixed 8 (or 8 and 8 + dS, in this case). Using the assumptions

in this report relating to the glistening surface, the rest of the integral is constant. Finally, the outer limit of the integral is
the ellipse (or more accurately, a circle) corresponding to the extent (where _ = D0) of the glistening surface.

Therefore, the received signal power is directly proportional to a quadratic function of the delay, with the propor-

tionality constants being the cross section, the inverse of range, and the incident power density. The proportionality fac-

tors must not be so severe as to significantly reduce the signal below what occurs in the direct-from-GPS p_th.
Furthermore, the glistening surface must not extend greater than a few chips, preferably less. The more the glistening

surface is confined, the more the power density increases automatically. Better still, the range of 8 between its zero value

(relative to the specular point) and the glistening surface boundary sets the range of values of 8 that will provide corrda-

tions. Knowing this simple result allows the determination of how the code phase error circuitry will behave in the

presence of the distribution of time delays emanating from the ocean surface.

For example, if the glistening surface corresponds to 6° it will be approximately 40 km in radius for a satellite at L_.00

km. But one chip represents about 12.5 km, and the code phase correlation will be spread over nearly three (300 m)

code chips to 900 m. Since the ionospheric error will be on the order of 40 m, it will take considerable filtering to ac:u-

rarely determine the glistening surface. For the cases mentioned in this report in which the cross section was sntall
enough to balance out the range losses, the glistening surface is approximately one third of 6°. The correlation disl:er-

sion then corresponds to 300 m or less. Filtering requirements would be significantly relaxed.

Concluding Remarks

To summarize, if ocean reflectance can be repre-

sented as specular or nearly specular, then the bounced

GPS signal received at satellite altitude is nearly as

strong as the direct signal. The ability to detect the iono-

spheric delay is limited only by the inherent accuracy of
the C/A range accuracy which is about one hundredth of

a chip (3 m). This accuracy represents about one tenth

the value of a typical high value ionospheric range error.

The typical ionospheric delay value used in this report is

40 m (at 1.5 Ghz) and corresponds to 20 cm at 13.7 GHz.

Thus, it is possible to determine the ionospheric delay to
better than 2 cm.

The required degree of specularity can be further

clarified by noting that as long as the glistening surface is

contained within one code chip surface area, there is

small effect on either signal power or correlation (A

function) smearing, and the ionospheric delay determina-

tion retains accuracy.

On the other hand, if the glistening surface lies out-

side one code chip delay surface area, then the signal

power must decline and the smearing must increase.

Thus, the accuracy of the ionospheric range error must
decrease.

Another point to remember is that the ocean bouJlce
signal must be almost exclusively left-hand circularly

polarized for higher grazing angles. A left-hand poiar-

ized antenna is then necessary. At lower grazing angles,

the signal becomes elliptically polarized and it may be

possible or even desirable to use both the right- or l_;ft-

hand or both polarization components.

The apparent time delay may be incorrect and lead to

processing errors. Since the code phase ambiguity rmlge

is 300 km, it is possible to have a bounce at satellite alti-

tudes appear earlier or later than the direct signal. ".'lae

possibility results of having the delay signal appear a_ if
the bounce path is closer than the direct signal.

In summary, it appears that the GPS bounce signal

from the ocean can, under certain circumstances, be u _ed

to determine the ionospheric TEC in the satellite vicinity.

Determining the TEC and applying the results to

ionosphere models could extend their accuracy over

areas where such improvement is greatly needed.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23681-0001
October 16, 1996
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Appendix

Signal Power Structure

To form the connection between equation (19) in this report and its development in reference 2, it is necessary to

start with equation (3) from section 3.1 of reference 2 as follows:

E = exp(ic,0t- ik.r) (A1)

and notice that the spread spectrum signal from a GPS satellite can be modelled as a modulation a(t) multiplied by the
monochromatic field as follows:

E = a(t) exp(ic0t- ik.r) (A2)

which yields the correct real part. For the C/A code of a GPS satellite, the modulation a(t) is much slower than the car-

rier frequency and consequently E can be thought of as monochromatic, with a DC amplitude in all cases except the

cross-correlation. Equation (8) and succeeding equations from reference 2 will be unaltered. The reflected electric field

can be expressed by using equations (32) and (33) from section 3.1 of reference 2 as follows:

ik exp(ikRo)L cos01¢ (at'-b)exp(ivxX + iVz_ ) dx
E2 = r_R0 _-L 4L cos01 (A3)

or including the time dependence with the modulation term:

E 2 = ik exp(ikR0)L COS01 ¢ _a _,
_R 0 J_/_/L

- b exp(iVxX + iVz_ ) dxq

4L cos01 Ja(t) exp(io3t - ik.r)

(A4)

Equation (A4) must be modified to include the two-dimensional version not explicitly stated in reference 2. The dimen-

sion L becomes X and Y. Noting that the dimensions X and Y are only one half the side of the reference area and ignoring

the time dependence momentarily, the scattered field is

ik exp(ikRo)XY cos01fxfY (a_' x + C_'y-b)exp(iVxX + iVyy + iVz_ ) dy dx
E2 = _zR0 Jx__y 4XY cos01

The first term can be related to the reflected field along the specular point as follows:

(A5)

ik exp(ikRo)XY cos01

E2° = rcR0 (A6)

Dividing equation (A5) by equation (A6) gives the scattering coefficient r of equation (I), section 3.2 (ref. 2), as

1E _ rY _(a_'x + C_'y- b) exp(iVxX + iVyy + iVz_ ) dy dx]E 2 = _ 2°J_xJ_r, [ 4XYcos01 (A7)

where the factor 1/2 is different from equation (9) of section 3.2 (ref. 2) and represents what may be an error in equation

(9) stemming from the evaluation of the unit reflectivity case and dropping the factor of 2 common to each factor in

equations (6) - (8) of section 3.2 (ref. 2). If the constant outside the integrals in equation (9) (ref. 2) is multiplied by a

factor of 2, the excess factor of 1/2 will cancel. The rest of the development leading to equation (l 1) of section 3.2

(ref. 2) is then brought into agreement. The formula for p can then be identified as the factors in the integrals as follows:

E 2 = E20 p (A8)
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Assuming that the detected signal in the code correlation receiver is proportional to the electric field strength (propor-

tionality constant equal unity) allows retention of the geometric, stochastic, and reflectivity effects. The equation relat-

ing the short time average of the cross-correlation can then be written as

< Y2(I:) > - a2c°s201_A2(1;-_2R2 Tas- c_- t°ff) F2exp[ivx(x-x')+ iVy(y-y')]

< exp[ivz( _ - _')] > d2rs d2r's
x

A 2cos 201 (A9)

The function A 2 represents the correlation processing in the receiver with scale factors taking into account the conver-

sion efficiency of the receiver for the detected electric field. Assuming that the surface correlations occur over (effec-
tively independent) areas considerably smaller than the C/A code chip dimension, the A 2 term can be removed from the

expectation as follows:

A2cos201

< y2(X) > - <pp*> A2( ]
_,2R02 "_- Tas - c - t°ff (A 10)

where <pp*> is given by

F2_2 2. 2
3_. cot 130 exp(-tan _/tan+130 )

<pp*> =
An(cos 01 + cos 09_)2 (A11)

Note that in reference 2, the expectation yields another factor of A and when taken with the first factor ofA 2 in equalion

(A9), equation (A9) is left linear in area.

Moving to the differential in scattering area (A _ dA), <y2(x)> can be identified as directly proportional to received

power per unit area scattered per power per unit area of incoming radiation. The second factor in equation (A 10) cm, be

identified with equation (62), section 5.3 of reference 2.

Incorporating the simplications leading to equation (7) in reference 2, section 12.4.1, the total signal after squaring

and as a function of x can be obtained by integrating over the area of the surface being illuminated and within the glislen-

ing surface as follows:

J" < y2(X)> d2r = j'Icot2 130 exp(-tan213/tan2130 )

XA 2 l:-Tas---tof f

c gR 0 (A 12)

Under the conditions that the integral can be evaluated over contours of constant 8, the A 2 integration can be icen-

tiffed as a convolution of the A 2 function with another function of _i arising from the appropriate surface areas.
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